National Cup Organizers：

[COLOMBIA]

[CANADA]

[BRASIL]

[BOLIVIA]

[CZECH]

[CHILE]

[FINLAND]

[DENMARK]

[SPAIN]
[FRANCE]

[GERMANY]

[HONG KONG]

[ITALY]

[ISRAEL]

[JAPAN]

[MEXICO]

[NEW ZEALAND]

[NETHERLANDS]

[POLAND]

[ROMANIA]

[SWITZERLAND]

[SWEDEN]

[U.K.]

[USA]

PROGRAM

If found, please return to the scoring table

Organizer : G&G Armament
Co-Organizer : ARMS Magazine | Sponsor：iLook Magazine、
James Global Military、Youth Daily News、Brigade 269、Tzu Chi

TIMETABLE

OPENING

July 19th (Fri.)
08:10-09:30

Check-in / Collect (test) guns

09:30-10:00

Rules explanations / Draw of Ranking round position

10:00-10:30

International press conference

11:00-12:30

Ranking Round

12:30-13:00

Lunch Break

13:30-17:30

Ranking Round

18:30

Banquet

July 20th (Sat.)

WORLD CUP EXTREME SHOOTING COMPETITION is organized by G&G
Armament with worldwide patented Airsoft gun shooting sport challenge,
also the largest international shooting competition in Taiwan.
Since year 2012, G&G has been globally promoting extreme shooting sport,
competitors from all over the world, it has been recognized and highly
par ticipated by worldwide spor t shooter s, winning the national team
qualification would be the greatest honor for the competitors.
There are 70 competitors from 25 different countries qualified for the third
World Cup competition in 2019 including USA, Canada, Chile, Brazil, Mexico,

Check-in

Bolivia, Colombia, UK, France, Germany, Spain, Poland, Romania, Swiss,

09:50-10:20

Opening ceremony

Hong Kong, Japan and Taiwan, and they are going to challenge the World

10:30-12:00

Ranking Round

12:00-13:00

Lunch Break

13:00-13:50

5th Stage Rules explanations

13:50-14:10

Final Round Positions Announcement

14:30-17:30

Final Round

08:00

Netherlands, Finland, Italy, Denmark , Sweden, Czech, Israel, New Zealand,
Champion title in this final.
Congratulations to all competitors qualified from national competitions and
thank you for taking all the troubles in a long trip to participate this final. We
are looking for ward to cheer for you on the stage of World Champion
ceremony.

July 21th (Sun.)
08:00

Chairman of
2019 World Cup Extreme Shooting Competition

Check-in

08:30-11:00

Final Round

11:00-12:00

Lunch Break

12:00-15:30

Final Round

15:30-16:00

Final score announcement

16:00-16:20

Closing ceremony

Sincerely,

2019.7.19

NAME:

NATION:

TEAM:

※ Timetable is subject to change without prior notice.
Please pay attention to the on-site announcements.
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RULES

SCHEDULE

Score system

July 19th (Fri.): Ranking Round 11:00-17:00

1.Ranking round: The total point is accumulated from 1st to 4th stage. Ranking position is determined
by the total point, more point ranks lower and start the Final round later. (DQ scores zero point at a
stage)
2.Final round: The 2019 World Cup Champion and second place teams are the teams who have scored
the most points from 1st to 5th stage. (DQ. at any stages in the Final will be eliminated)
3.Should a team overall score be the same as other teams, their score in the 2nd stage (Sniper
Mission) will decide their respective ranking.
4.Woman's division will be ranked with Man's division. Woman team with the highest score wins the
final in Woman's division
◎ Woman team with the highest score in Woman division will be rewarded with World Cup [Final prize
- Woman's division]; highest point both divisions will be rewarded with World Cup [Final Prize].
Winning team will only be rewarded with either one prize.
5.In the first stage, each competitor’s time will enter the G&G World Records. Only team scores will
be recorded in 2019 World Cup Final, not individual's.

Score Registration
1.Competitor Handbook: Each competitor will receive a handbook after checked-in. The rules of the
competition and more information are included in the handbook.
2.Scoring Sheet: Competitors are free to check their scores at reception desk. Scoring Sheet without
signature of the Range Officer or alternation without the signature of the RO will be voided.
3.Participation certificate:All competitors will receive a Participation certificate at the Closing
ceremony.

Scoring table
RANKING
SCORE
RANKING
SCORE
RANKING
SCORE
RANKING
SCORE
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1
35
11
25
21
15
31
5

2
34
12
24
22
14
32
4

3
33
13
23
23
13
33
3

4
32
14
22
24
12
34
2

5
31
15
21
25
11
35
1

6
30
16
20
26
10
DQ
0

7
29
17
19
27
9

8
28
18
18
28
8

9
27
19
17
29
7

10
26
20
16
30
6

1.Check in: 8:10am, each team will collect their numbers, and collect a pager (one per team) in A or B
group. (Team list assigned group will be showed next to reception desk)
2.Each team will collect their competitor packages after checked-in: Competitor handbook x 2,
Competitor Number Tag x 2, and a pager.
3.In order to avoid delay schedule, please follow the rules below,
A.Each team will collect their guns after checked-in by their assigned group, A or B, please show the pager
number to the staff when collecting guns: two Rifles, one Pistol.
B.Each team will receive a clock card (one card per team) and wait for further instruction from the Range
Officer.
C.Competitors may test the operation of their guns, subject to all exiting safety rules and any time limits
or other restrictions imposed by a Range Officer. Each team should collect their guns after checked-in.
Unless malfunction couldn't be resolved, competitors are only allowed to change guns once, two guns
maximum.
D.In case of malfunction during gun test, bring the gun to [Repair Center] and wait for Range Officer to
reassign the shooting range. Each competitor is allowed to test the gun for 1 minute after malfunction
has been resolved. If there were two guns malfunctioned, then competitors will be allowed to test them
for 2 minutes. Time allowance for the gun testing is not accumulable. Put the Competitor Number tag
on the back of the shirt after gun test.
4.Draw for position: Position of each team for Ranking round will be decided by draw result after 10:00am.
5.Competitors should move to 2nd stage as soon as they completed 1st stage. Report to the 1st stage
when there are three teams on the line.

July 20th (Sat.): Ranking Round 10:30-12:00/ Final Round 14:30-17:30
1.The second part of the Ranking round is scheduled between 10:30 to 12:00pm. Competitors must
complete all 4 stages before Final round.The total score from 1st to 4th stage will decide the position in
Final round. Team with lowest score will start Final round in first position and higher score will start after.
(DQ will not be eliminated in Ranking round)
2.When a team final score in the Ranking round be the same as other teams, their score in the 2nd stage
(Sniper Mission) will decide their respective position.

July 21th (Sun.): Final Round 08:30-15:30
1.The teams with top three final scores are the Champion, second place and third place in 2019 World
Cup Shooting Competition. (Any team in the Final round will be eliminated in DQ.)
2.The team with the highest score at any stage without any DQ in any other stages wins Stage Champion
prize.
3.Final round ranking from teams without any DQ, teams with DQ in any stage will be ranked lower.

Others
1.Pay attention to the announcement at any time during competition. Please report to the reception desk
when the pager buzzed.
2.The pagers will be collected by the Range officers daily after the game. Each team must return to the
reception desk for their pagers the next day before game starts. The team will be fined 1,000NTD. for
damaging or lost the pager.
3.Daily gun testing order, opening hour please refer to the announcement in front of the shooting range.
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Collecting Competition gun / Gun test
1.After gun test, Range Officer will mark the gun with red strap. Unless malfunction couldn't be
resolved, competitors are NOT allowed to change guns.
2.All competition guns must be returned to [Armory Center] end of competition day.
3.Competitors may test their guns with magazines, BBs(0.25g) distributed by Range Officer.
4.Besides the first day, July 19th, gun test range opening hour as below,
A.7/19 Ranking Round (Morning): follow order by draw result.
B.7/20 Ranking Round (Morning): follow order by draw result.
C.7/20 Final Round (Afternoon): follow order by ranking position.
D.7/21 Final Round (Morning): follow order by ranking position.
5.Must remove the magazine and empty the chamber of the guns after test. Approved by the staff
before leaving testing range.
6.Testing guns, Loading magazines and shooting outside the shooting range, not in the gun test
period, and/or without permission is prohibited. Violation to any safety rules will receive a penalty
of 20 points deduction in the day.(Until no points left)

Opening hour for Gun testing range

(Daily gun testing order, opening hour please refer to
the announcement in front of the shooting range.)

7/19

All Ranges Open

08:10-09:30

Follow the instruction from RO
5 min

Time Limit(per team)

CM16-SRS (ETU)
velocity: 100m/s

GTP9

velocity:110m/s

1.Competition BBs’Weight: 0.25g (G-07-097)
2.Magazine will be loaded by Range officers and collected/distributed at each stage.
3.Each Competitor will receive a new helmet with a GOPRO socket for the competition. The helmet
and eye protection must be wore in the competition at all time.(Competitors received the helmets
from 2015,2017 G&G World Cup won’t receive new helmets.)
4.Suggested outfit including Sport Pants、Sport Shoes、Knee Pads、Elbow Pads.
5.Only accessories listed below are allowed in the competition. Do not carry/install/wear any other
accessories not listed below.

Permitted accessories list
Tactical Slings

Single point, three-point

Helmet

Helmet with GOPRO mount

7/19

Range A

Range B

Range C

Range D

Range E

10:40-11:00

1,6,11

2,7,12

3,8,13

4,9,14

5,10,15

Goggles

NOTICE

11:00-11:30

16,21,26

17,22,27

18,23,28

19,24,29

20,25,30

Tactical vest

7/20

Range A

Range B

Range C

Range D

Range E

Handgun holste

08:10-08:50

16,21,26

17,22,27

18,23,28

19,24,29

20,25,30

08:50-09:10

1,6,11

2,7,12

3,8,13

4,9,14

5,10,15

Other brand products might not be compatible
with G&G products.
Please insure the compatibility of brought
accessories with G&G replicas in advance.
Should the brought accessories prove to be
damaging the official replicas, G&G Armament
reserves the right to forbid their use.

Follow Draw result，5 min

Time Limit(per team)

Follow Draw result from previous day，5 min

Time Limit(per team)

7/20

Range A

Range B

Range C

Range D

Range E

14:10-14:30

1,6,11

2,7,12

3,8,13

4,9,14

5,10,15

14:30-15:10

16,21,26

17,22,27

18,23,28

19,24,29

20,25,30

Follow Ranking position，5 min

Time Limit(per team)

7/21

Range A

Range B

Range C

Range D

Range E

08:10-08:35

16,21,26

17,22,27

18,23,28

19,24,29

20,25,30

08:35-08:50

1,6,11

2,7,12

3,8,13

4,9,14

5,10,15

Time Limit(per team)
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Competition guns and gears

Follow Ranking position，4 min

Magazine Pouch
Carabiner

Test fire before entering competition stages
1.Magazine will be loaded by Range officers and collected upon competition of each stage.
2.Competitors may request for gun test before entering competition stages to make sure the
operations of the gun. Each competitor could test fire 2 shots maximum, magazine will not be
reloaded after test shots.
3.Competitors must make sure the operations of the gun are well before entering competition
stages. No time-out/restart will be given during competition for [magazine problems].
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MAP
Contestants
Lounge Area

St.03 Search & Destroy

A

Booth

STAFF Area
for World Cup

St.04 Room Clearing

St.02 Sniper mission

St.01 M.E.T. 5X5 in suicide run

Main Stage

St.05 - CQB

Smoking Area

Emergency Exit
St.04

St.02 & 03

Range Officer Desk
St.05

Terrace

A

B

H
G

Range Officer Desk
Gun Test Range

Media
Center

Repair
Center

Armory
Center

Administrative
Center

St.01

C

Reception
Desk

E

F

D

MRT Station
ENTRANCE

Toilet

Restaurant, Bar Contestants’ Hotel
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A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Japan Airsoft Coser
iLook Magazine / James Global Military

TAIPEI EXPO DOME

G&G Booth
Buddhist Tzu Chi Stem Cells Center

NO Smoking in all area

Youth Daily News
269 Brigade
Recruitment Center of R.O.C. Marine Corps
National Defense Education Association of R.O.C.
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Rules for Each Stage

Rules for Each Stage
●Gun / Rounds(Each competitor):
Rifle / 40 rounds, magazine x 1

St.01 M.E.T. 5x5 in suicide run

●M.E.T. Mode 5:
The target randomly switches
every 1.5 seconds until completion
●Suicide run Distance: 10m

TEAM-A

Shooting table

TEAM-B

Shooting table

Shooting table

Shooting table

●Shooting Distance: 8m

Rules
1. Competitors from the same team will be
assigned to the ranges next to each other.
Competition rifles must be placed on the table
without the magazine inserted into the gun
and SAFETY ON, then stand-by behind the
start line.

A1

A2

B1

B2

START LINE

10M

Accurate Shooting cover
Score Screen
Penalties: Disqualify
A.Did not go around the designated object
B.Shooting others’targets.
C.Shooting in full auto mode.
D.Running out of BBs.

09

Shooting Range next to
each other for the same team.

2. Follow the instruction from the Range Officer and
start the suicide run after the whistle. Timer will
start after the whistle.Competitors must run to the
other end, [go around the designated object], then
return to the start line.After Competitors reached
the start line, pick-up the rifle from the table and
load the magazine to shoot all targets on 5X5 grid.
Final score is the total from both competitors.

RETURN LINE
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Rules for Each Stage
1.Gun / Rounds

Rules for Each Stage

St.02 Sniper mission
2.Number of targets/ Distance /M.E.T. mode

Spotter: Pistol / 20 rounds, magazine x 1

Spotter: 9 / 8m / Mode 4, all targets

Sniper: Rifle / 20 rounds, magazine x 1

Sniper: 6 / 18m / Mode 4, all targets

Penalties: Disqualify
A.Spotter draw the pistol before start.
B.Shooting other targets
C.Dummy model is not inside the safety zone

3.Time Limit: 3min

Rules

before Sniper starts shooting.
D.Spotter left the safety zone before Sniper

A.Competitors will play the role as Sniper and Spotter.

leave the bunker.

B.Into the bunker
a.Sniper will be in prone position and make ready to fire. Insert the magazine and set SAFETY

E.Spotter left the safety zone before 3x2 Grid has
been cleared. Sniper start shooting before

ON. Dot not place finger on the trigger. Shooting position please refer to picture 1.
b.Spotter make ready in Kneeling position. Insert the magazine and set SAFETY ON. Place the

TARGET-1
3x3

spotter move the dummy model into the

pistol in the holster. Do not chamber the BB before the challenge starts.

1

TARGET-2
3x2

safety zone.
F.Sniper did not change the magazine before

2
Sniper

leaving the bunker.

Spotter

G.Over time limit

Shooting Order
Dummy Model

3
Sniper in prone position

Spotter

C.Shooting Order

1

a.The Spotter will be the first to shoot 3x3 Grid. After the pistol is empty, the Spotter is allowed
to use the rifle. However, the rifle magazine will not be refilled before end of the Stage 3.

3

b.After cleared 3x3 Grid, Spotter should remove the magazine, then put the pistol back into
Dummy Model

the holster and carry the rifle (magazine inserted, set SAFETY ON).

2

c.Move(drag) the dummy model to the safety zone then acquire the brief case. State "Clear" to
command the Sniper to start shooting 3x2 Grid.Correct steps please refer to picture 3, 4.
d.Sniper must wait for the command from Spotter before shooting. When the magazine is

4

Safety Zone

empty before clear 3x2 Grid, Sniper is allowed to use the other magazine. However, the rifle
magazine will not be refilled before end of the Stage 3.
e.Spotter must stay inside the safety zone and do not step on the fault line before Sniper clear

Brief case

all targets. Shooting is not allowed inside the safety zone.
f.Both Sniper and Spotter should move into Stage 3 after 3x2 Grid are cleared. Sniper must

Spotter

change the magazine if not already in Stage 2. Spotter must carry the brief case into Stage 3.
Stage 3 will automatically start after Stage 2 is cleared.

11

Sniper

Brief case
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Rules for Each Stage

Rules for Each Stage

St.03 Search & Destroy

1

1.Gun / Rounds(Each competitor): Rifle / 40 rounds, magazine x 1

DQ

3

OK

2.M.E.T. Mode: Mode 3,The target(s) stays lighting up and emitting a sound until cleared.
3.Targets / Shooting area: 30 / 3
4.Time Limit: 3min

Rules
A.Stage 3 will only start after Stage 2 has been cleared.

Carrying brief case with Carabiner or Backpack.

B.More than one target will light up and emit sounds at different location at the same

2

time. Competitors are free to move between different Shooting zones inside Stage 3.

OK

Not carrying the brief case at all time

DQ

4

Competitors must not shoot outside the Shooting zones.
C.The brief case must be carried by the side at all times before Stage 3 has been cleared.
(Refer to picture 1,2)
D.Carry the brief to the next stage.

Carrying the brief case all the time

St.02
Shooting
Area

Touching the ground outside of the Shooting
area with any part of the body while shooting.

shooting windows

OK

Free to move between
shooting areas.

Shooting
Area

EXIT

Penalties: Disqualify

Shooting
Area

A.The brief case is not carried by the side or tossed away before Stage 3

St.04

has been cleared.(Refer to picture 3)
B.Shooting from outside of the Shooting Area, or touching the ground outside
of the Shooting Area with any part of the body while shooting.
(Refer to picture 4)
C.Under any circumstance, the magazine past the shooting windows.
D.Both competitors running out of BBs.
E.Shooting in full auto.
F.Over time limit.
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Rules for Each Stage

St.04 Room Clearing

Rules for Each Stage

Do not pull the trigger
when not on the balance beam.

1.Gun / Rounds

AREA 3

A.Rifle / 80 rounds, magazine x2
B.Pistol / 20 rounds, magazine x1
C.Collect magazines inside the brief case from Stage 3.
3.Targets: 17 x human shape targets, Total 27 METs
4.Time Limit: 3min

Rules
A.Take magazines out from the brief case. Leave the case on the start line.

AREA 2

B.Insert the new magazines, push the Start Button when ready. There are four rooms in
this stage. Competitors have to clear all human shape targets. Bell will ring after the
room is cleared, then competitors are free to move to the next room.

Slide door
OPEN

C.Press the button to start the timer; however, no button must be pressed after Stage 4
has been cleared. The timer will automatically stop after all targets in the stage have
been cleared.

AREA 4

Penalties+10sec.

AREA 1

Sliding door in the second room was not opened by the teammate

FINISH

START
Leave the empty case here

Penalties: Disqualify
A.Enter next room before cleared all targets

Stage3 Exit

or Bell rang.
B.Shooting without standing on the
balance beam.

OK

C.Under any circumstance, the magazine
past the shooting windows.
D.Both competitors running out of BBs.
E.Shooting in full auto.
F.Over time limit.
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CQB TASK LIST

STAGE2：
Break Through

STAGE3：Destroy Enemy's Com Center
Eliminated enemy soldiers and

The extract point is set on the central
square, but enemy forces surrounded

CQB TASK LIST

the square before Strike Team is able
to extract. Now they have to fight
their way out and reach another
extract point by relying their shooting
skills and observations.

destroy underground Com center to

STAGE1：
Retrieve Classified Document
Strike Team must sneak into
the enemy's armory facility to

stop enemy calling

retrieve the classified

for reinforcement.

document. First, they need to
take out the watch tower and
enemies from the windows.

STAGE4：Combat on the bridge
Message from the Intelligence, another classified document has
been located, to retrieve the target, Strike Team must break trough
the defence on the bridge. Enemies are hiding behind the barrels,
there is only a 1.5 second window to shoot the target.
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Do Not Enter

STAGE5：Extraction

Routing
Do not shoot when
step on this ground

The new extraction point has been
reached, but Strike Team must eliminate
all enemies to return home safe.

Classified document
(Brief Case)
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Rules for Each Stage

Rules for Each Stage
St.05 - CQB

1.Gun / Rounds(Each competitor):
Rifle / 80 rounds, magazine x 2 (Each Magazine is loaded with 40 rounds.)

Team mate1-OPEN

2.Time limit: 4min.
3.Targets: 60

Rules
A.Each Team will carry Four magazines loaded with 40 rounds of BBs each, 160R BBs

PULL

total. Competitors in the same team may share magazines.
B.Timer button will be installed next to Start and Finish line. First competitor enter the
Stage 5 must press the button to start and last competitor exist the Stage 5 must
press the button at the Finish line to stop the timer. Final score will be the total time

Sliding door at the STAGE1 must
be opened by your team mate.

Magazine MUST NOT passing
the shooting window.

elapsed in this challenge. Each team must carry two brief cases before exist.
C.Brief cases have to be carried by the side all the time.
D.Competitors must clear all targets in each stage, the next stage will be activated after
the bell ring, except the final stage.

Penalties+10sec.

Warning light is
not turned off

A.The Timer button were not pushed by correct Competitor.
B.Sliding door at the first stage was not opened by the teammate.

Penalties: Disqualify
A.Enter Stage 2 before cleared Stage 1 (Before Warning light turned off).

Enter STAGE2 before Warning light
turned off.

B.Cross(or step) the fault line before cleared Stage 2.
C.Shooting without standing on the balance beam.
D.Not walking through the bridge in Stage 5.

The last target in Stage 3 can only be
reached when stand on the balance
beam.

DQ

E.Not carrying both brief case before exist.
F.Missing targets after competitor pressed stop button.
G.Under any circumstance, the magazine past the shooting windows.
H.Shooting in full auto.
I.Both competitors running out of BBs.
J.Shooting targets with objects other than BBs.
K.Over time limit.
L. Cross (Step on) the fault line in final stage.
M.The brief case is not carried by the side or tossed away.
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Not carrying brief case at all time.

Do not cross (Step on)
the fault line in final stage
20

OTHERS

PRIZES

Final Prize

Dispute
1.In the event a competitor disagree with the verdict, the competitor must be summit the appeal to
Range Master in person.

10,000 USD /team

Deposit for an appeal: 3,000 NTD (100 USD.)
Arbitration categories: [DQ - step on the fault line, DQ - across shooting windows], others will not
be subject to arbitration.

Champion：

(2 Trophies)

2.Range officers will not accept any appeal.
3.Range Master will conduct arbitration after competition of each stage is finished.
Competitors must not interrupt competition by filing appeal. Violation will receive disqualify
penalty and withdraw from the competition. Deposit for appeal will not be returned.
4.After review GOPRO videos, Range Master will contact competitors and/or team leader about the

Second Place：

(2 Trophies)

arbitration. Deposit will only be returned if a DQ has been turned over. Organizer will schedule an
rematch if necessary.

Re-Match
1.Malfunctions: Low battery power, and/or not operational (Not caused by magazines)

5,000 USD /team

Third Place：

2,000 USD /team

(2 Trophies)

Competitors must raise their hands to notify Range Officers to stop the match. Re-match will be
given to the competitors if malfunction was not caused by misuse. Re-match will be scheduled
after 3 matches performed by other teams. Re-match will only be given once.
2.In the case of minor injury, Competitor will receive a Re-Match by his/her own sole discretion.
3.In case of dispute on DQ verdict, rematch will be given by Range Master's final decision.

Women's division

Champion：

3,000 USD /team

(2 Trophies)

4.In case of malfunctions not caused by magazines, Range Officer may request competitors to
continue the match and continue the timer.

Stage
Champion

Withdraw Match/Others
1.Match will be withdrew if competitors fails to comply safety rules after warnings have been given
by Range officers. During off time, inserting magazine into the replica, point muzzle at person are
considering violation of safety rules.
2.Competitors must not load magazine by themselves. In case of violation of this rule, match will be
withdrew and prizes must be returned to Organizer.
3.Match will be withdrew when competitors interrupted the match.

Each stage：

1,000

USD /team

4.Bring one's own eye protections, Organizer will not prepare eye protections at the field,
competitor with no eye protection will be disqualified.
5.All rights reserved by Administration, including Match procedures, Rules and Interpretations.
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The cash prize will be rewarded to the winning team
after tax deduction according to Taiwanese tax law.
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